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Transport of solar wind energy into a planetary magnetosphere 

•  Studies of Earth’s magnetosphere 
provide us with a template for studying 
the solar wind-magnetosphere 
interaction in the case of other systems 

•  Magnetic reconnection and growth of 
the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability 
are two processes that promote energy 
transport across Earth’s magnetopause 
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Why compare this energy transport at different magnetospheres? 

•  Our understanding of these 
two processes is evolving, 
and Earth’s solar wind- 
magnetosphere interaction 
is the subject of much 
research attention 

•  Each magnetosphere is 
a unique point in solar 
system parameter space 
where we can test our 
current understanding of 
these fundamental 
processes 

•  Recent planetary missions 
have significantly improved 
our ability to make such 
comparisons 
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Comparing the magnetospheres of Mercury and Saturn 4 

•  In March 2011 the MESSENGER 
spacecraft became the first Mercury 
orbiter, and the Cassini spacecraft will 
continue to orbit Saturn until 2017 

•  These two missions have vastly increased 
the number of observations of the 
respective planetary magnetopauses 

•  The magnetospheres of Mercury and 
Saturn are dramatically different, 
partly because of the very different 
solar wind conditions 

•  Data returned by MESSENGER and 
Cassini allow us to make what may 
be the most important comparison 
of magnetospheres to date 

Credit: NASA/JHUAPL 



Magnetic reconnection at Mercury’s magnetopause 

•  Mercury’s magnetosphere is extremely 
sensitive to the solar wind 

•  MESSENGER has revealed extensive 
evidence for magnetopause 
reconnection, including signatures of 
Flux Transfer Events (FTEs) 

•  Dungey cycle timescale: ~2 min 
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Taken from Slavin et al., Science (2009) 

at Mercury carry as much flux as typical FTEs at Earth. It is
concluded that these large FTE’s will have significant
impacts on the cross-magnetospheric electric potential drop
and the flux of solar wind ions reaching the surface and
sputtering neutral atoms into Mercury’s exosphere.

2. MESSENGER Flux Transfer Event
Observations

[5] Near the magnetopause, FTEs are identified by var-
iations of the magnetic field in a local boundary-normal
coordinate system [Russell and Elphic, 1978]. We present
data in L-M-N coordinates, where BN is directed radially
outward normal (using the Slavin et al. [2009a] model) to
the closest point on the magnetopause, BL is perpendicular
to BN and anti-parallel to the planetary magnetic dipole, and
BM completes the right-handed system.
[6] We identify two M2 FTE bipolar BN signatures in

Figure 1, the first lasting 3.5 s at 08:48:58 UTC and the
second lasting 7.1 s at 08:49:30. The sense of the bipolar BN

variation for both FTEs is consistent with reconnection
occurring at a tilted X-line passing near the subsolar point
and moving northward over MESSENGER. The decrease in
magnetic field intensity within the 08:48:58 event is very
similar to ‘‘crater-type’’ FTEs at Earth. The crater feature is
thought to correspond to a ‘‘swirl’’ of plasma with a high
ratio of magnetic to kinetic pressure caused by ongoing
reconnection [Owen et al., 2008]. The second event at
08:49:30 is the longest-duration FTE found in the M1 and
M2 data and exhibits a strong core magnetic field and
helical topology, evident in BL and BM, typical of a quasi-
force-free flux rope. In this event the core magnetic field

exceeds the surrounding magnetosheath field by a factor of
!2.5.
[7] Another long-duration FTE lasting 6 s was observed

during M1 inbound near the dusk flank. Figure 2 shows data
both for this event on the left and for the 7-s FTE discussed
above on the right, here presented in MSO coordinates.
Vertical dashed lines mark the beginning and end points of
each event estimated from the field rotational signature. In
each case the flux-rope-like variation in the magnetic field is
evident in the rotational signature surrounding an enhance-
ment in the total field. The magnetic field magnitude and
rotation in Figure 2a are nearly symmetric relative to the
time of maximum field intensity, whereas the FTE in
Figure 2b has a narrow, somewhat asymmetric field mag-
nitude enhancement relative to the field rotation. Both of the
FTEs are associated with an IMF BZ < 0 in the magneto-
sheath, as occurred intermittently inbound for M1, but
nearly continuously inbound and outbound for M2. Our
examination of the MESSENGER magnetic field data
revealed three additional magnetosheath FTEs during M1,
which are displayed in Figure 3. These FTEs were also
associated with magnetosheath BZ < 0, although there is a
brief (less than 1 min) period of northward magnetic field
separating the FTE in Figure 3c from the end of the earlier
interval of southward IMF. These FTEs were shorter, lasting
!1 s to 3 s, but they all have magnetic field perturbations
similar to those of the longer-duration events.

3. Force-Free Modeling of Flux Transfer Events

[8] We investigate the structure of the FTEs observed by
MESSENGER in Mercury’s magnetosheath by modeling

Figure 1. MESSENGER magnetic field measurements across the M2 dawn magnetopause in boundary-normal
coordinates.

L02105 SLAVIN ET AL.: MESSENGER LARGE FLUX TRANSFER EVENTS L02105
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Taken from Slavin et al., GRL (2010) 

•  A single FTE can account for as 
much as ~5% of the total magnetic 
flux in the lobes of the magnetotail 

•  Solar wind conditions at Mercury 
(particularly the low-Mach numbers) 
are expected to produce a low-β 
magnetosheath that favours 
magnetopause reconnection 
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Also see: Slavin et al., Science (2008) 



Growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at Mercury’s magnetopause 

•  MESSENGER has encountered  
clear evidence for waves and vortices 
on the magnetopause resulting from 
the growth of the K-H instability 

•  These structures form almost always 
under northward Interplanetary 
Magnetic Field (IMF) conditions 

6 
Taken from Sundberg et al., JGR (2012) 

Taken from Slavin et al., Science (2009) 

Figure 2. Overview of the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) wave observation on 15 May 2011. The panels show,
from top to bottom, the X, Y, and Z components in MSM coordinates and the absolute magnitude of the mag-
netic field. The vertical dashed line marks the approximate position of the magnetopause (MP) crossing.

Figure 3. A closer view of the KH waves of 15 May 2011. The first and second panels show the FIPS
spectrogram of energy E per charge Q for the measured proton flux and the sodium ion count rate, respec-
tively. The third–sixth panels follow the same format as in Figure 2.

SUNDBERG ET AL.: KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ WAVES AT MERCURY A04216A04216
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•  “Sawtooth” oscillation of the 
magnetic field y-component and 
strong field strength fluctuations 
are indicative of vortices 

•  More K-H vortex encounters have 
been detected at dusk than at dawn, 
possibly a finite gyroradius effect 

Also see: Slavin et al., Science (2008); Boardsen et al. 
GRL (2010); Sundberg et al., P&SS (2010, 2011) 



Magnetic reconnection at Saturn’s magnetopause 7 

•  Some evidence for magnetopause 
reconnection has been identified, but not 
in the form of detection of reconnection jets 
 

•  The flux transfer event signatures seen at Earth 
have not been identified at Saturn, using a large 
database of crossings 

•  Plasma β conditions are expected to make 
conditions less favorable for reconnection than at 
Earth’s magnetopause 
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Also see: McAndrews et al, JGR (2008); Lai et al., JGR (2012); Badman et al., JGR (2012) 



Growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at Saturn’s magnetopause 8 
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•  Growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) 
instability was expected to produce a 
dawn-dusk asymmetry in magnetopause 
surface wave activity and vortices 

•  Surface waves are common, 
K-H instability is likely a major driver 

•  No local time asymmetry in wave activity, 
has been identified, likely due to an 
asymmetry in the orientation of the 
magnetospheric magnetic field 
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SUN 

•  Although an encounter with a K-H 
vortex on the inner edge of the 
boundary layer has been identified, 
little evidence for magnetopause 
vortices has been found 

Also see: Fukazawa et al., GRL (2007a, b); Masters et al, P&SS (2009); Cutler et al., JGR 
(2011); Delamere et al., JGR (2011); Wilson et al., JGR (2011); Walker et al., JGR (2011) 



Summary 

•  The MESSENGER and Cassini spacecraft allow us to make a thorough comparison 
between the nature of solar wind energy transport into the magnetospheres of 
Mercury and Saturn 

•  Magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause: 
      - Magnetosheath β conditions tend to increase with heliocentric distance 
      - Simulations and observations strongly suggest that higher β is less favorable for 
        reconnection 
      - Does this explain the clear Mercury-Saturn difference in this respect? 

•  Growth of K-H instability at the magnetopause 
      - Also a clear difference between Mercury and Saturn 
      - Is this related to differences in the (poorly constrained) local conditions? 
      - Do higher Mach numbers of the sheath flow at Saturn restrict vortex formation? 

•  This comparison significantly clarifies, and may significantly improve, our 
understanding of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction at all planets,  
both solar system and extrasolar 
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